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Preface
Welcome to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 Security, where we take you on a journey, 
starting from the security development concepts that use Microsoft Dynamics AX 
2012 R3 and ending with practical steps to make the necessary security setups, 
illustrated with snapshots and figures that will guide you through developing your 
environmental security system.

What this book covers
Chapter 1, MorphX Security System, gives you a solid introduction to MorphX 
development tools. You will be able to use each development feature in a smooth 
and fast way.

Chapter 2, Security Coding, gives you the ability to use the code access security to 
secure your environment and also teaches you how to debug security coding.

Chapter 3, Developing Extensible Data Security, enables you to secure your sensitive 
data using the extensible data security features by designing and developing  
XDS policies.

Chapter 4, Extending the Organization Model, helps you understand the types of 
organizations and the basic categories of operational units and how to use them.

Chapter 5, Enterprise Portal Security, provides you with an understanding of the 
architecture of the Enterprise Portal in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, and ensures 
that you are able to secure web parts and elements.
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What you need for this book
You will need to properly understand every section first and then practice the 
examples covered in this book by moving step by step. You also need to run the 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 virtual machine to move with every step, so you 
will not have to worry about missing anything.

Who this book is for
If you are an AX implementer, an AX developer, a network administrator, or an 
IT person charged with configuring Dynamics AX 2012 R3 in your company, then 
this book is for you. The book assumes that you are familiar with basic security 
terminologies. Also, this book provides you with a good overview and covers  
details that make it suitable for beginners and intermediate and advanced readers.

Conventions
In this book, you will find a number of text styles that distinguish between different 
kinds of information. Here are some examples of these styles and an explanation of 
their meaning.

Code words in text, database table names, folder names, filenames, file extensions, 
pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles are shown as follows: 
"Other metadata, such as LayerId, can be debugged if needed."

A block of code is set as follows:

SELECT [PRIMARYTABLEAOTNAME], [QUERYOBJECTAOTNAME], 
 [CONSTRAINEDTABLE], [MODELEDQUERYDEBUGINFO], 
 [CONTEXTTYPE],[CONTEXTSTRING], 
 [ISENABLED], [ISMODELED] 
FROM [AXDBDEV].[dbo].[ModelSecPolRuntimeEx] 

Any command-line input or output is written as follows:

%windir%\system32\cmd.exe /c runas /savecred  
/user:mywindowsdomain\axtest3 "C:\Program Files  
(x86)\Microsoft Dynamics AX\6.0\Client\Bin\Ax32.exe"
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New terms and important words are shown in bold. Words that you see on  
the screen, for example, in menus or dialog boxes, appear in the text like this:  
"Right-click on the Constrained Tables node."

Warnings or important notes appear in a box like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Reader feedback
Feedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about 
this book—what you liked or disliked. Reader feedback is important for us as it  
helps us develop titles that you will really get the most out of.

To send us general feedback, simply e-mail feedback@packtpub.com, and mention 
the book's title in the subject of your message.

If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing 
or contributing to a book, see our author guide at www.packtpub.com/authors.

Customer support
Now that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to 
help you to get the most from your purchase.

Downloading the example code
You can download the example code files from your account at http://www.
packtpub.com for all the Packt Publishing books you have purchased. If you 
purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit http://www.packtpub.com/support 
and register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.
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Errata
Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes 
do happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or 
the code—we would be grateful if you could report this to us. By doing so, you can 
save other readers from frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this 
book. If you find any errata, please report them by visiting http://www.packtpub.
com/submit-errata, selecting your book, clicking on the Errata Submission Form 
link, and entering the details of your errata. Once your errata are verified, your 
submission will be accepted and the errata will be uploaded to our website or  
added to any list of existing errata under the Errata section of that title.

To view the previously submitted errata, go to https://www.packtpub.com/books/
content/support and enter the name of the book in the search field. The required 
information will appear under the Errata section.

Piracy
Piracy of copyrighted material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all 
media. At Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. 
If you come across any illegal copies of our works in any form on the Internet, please 
provide us with the location address or website name immediately so that we can 
pursue a remedy.

Please contact us at copyright@packtpub.com with a link to the suspected  
pirated material.

We appreciate your help in protecting our authors and our ability to bring  
you valuable content.

Questions
If you have a problem with any aspect of this book, you can contact us at 
questions@packtpub.com, and we will do our best to address the problem.
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MorphX Security System
The security tool in Microsoft Dynamics AX Security 2012 R3 is built to help 
organizations create and manage secure ERP implementations. Illustrated with 
MorphX, X++ coding, snapshots, and figures, this chapter intends to provide you 
with the basics to transform the knowledge to seamlessly implement security 
configurations into practical steps that are needed to develop an efficient security 
environment. In this chapter, we will broadly look at:

• Introducing the MorphX development tool
• Developing a security artifact using AOT
• Validating and testing a security privilege
• Applying a configuration key
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By going through this chapter, you will briefly know the fundamentals and security 
concepts in the Microsoft Dynamics AX product. The security architecture in the 
Microsoft Dynamics AX product consists of the infrastructure security and the 
application security (https://technet.microsoft.com):

The logical view of Microsoft Dynamics AX system architecture

The different blocks in this architecture are as follows:

• Infrastructure security: The Microsoft Dynamics AX infrastructure is based 
on the following features:

 ° Active Directory services
 ° Integrated windows authentication
 ° Computer networking
 ° Secured servers' machine
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• Application security: Application security has the same features as  
those listed for infrastructure security and includes the following  
additional features:

 ° Active Directory users added to Microsoft Dynamics AX and granted 
access to use the application

 ° Domains that are groups of the company accounts in Dynamics AX
 ° Record-level security to restrict or permit users to access specific 

fields and tables
 ° Security keys that allow users to access specific forms, reports,  

or menus

By focusing on application security, we are going to break it down into the following 
points that should be considered when securing the Dynamics AX server:

• Application file server: The application files should be restricted to the 
application object server domain account

• Database server: The database server should be secured using the 
recommended SQL server security solution

• Application Object Server (AOS): The AOS should be restricted to the log 
directory for only the AOS account directory and the administrator

• Enterprise Portal: Securing the Enterprise Portal starts with Microsoft 
Internet Information Services (IIS) using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
and another built-in feature called Business Connector

This is the high-level security architecture of the Microsoft Dynamics AX product 
that you should gain knowledge about before proceeding to the security features 
that enable administrators, technical consultants, and programmers to secure the 
application. We are going step by step to deliver proper experience and practices 
through this chapter.

Introducing the MorphX development 
tool
Microsoft Dynamics AX includes a set of tools, and one of the most powerful is 
the MorphX development tool, which you can use to build and modify Microsoft 
Dynamics AX business applications. With the MorphX tool, you can create, view, 
modify, and delete the application model elements that contain metadata, structure, 
properties, and X++ code, such as tables, fields, indexes, relations, methods, and so on.
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To illustrate the concept of MorphX, assume that you have the license to Microsoft 
Dynamics AX and you need to edit and develop any object in the standard ERP 
package. Therefore, this development tool will help you extend the existing 
functionality to fit your organization's requirements and needs as used by  
Microsoft to develop the application modules.

You can access these development tools from the following places:

• In the development workspace's Tools menu
• In the context menu of elements in Application Object Tree (AOT)

To enable the development mode in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, press 
Ctrl + Shift + W to launch the development workspace.

The following table lists the MorphX tools and their purpose:

Tool Purpose
AOT This is the core of all development processes and activities. All 

application objects are stored in a tree organized by the object type.
X++ code editor Inspects and writes X++ source code.
Compiler Compiles X++ code into an executable format.
Debugger Finds bugs in X++ code.
Projects Groups related elements into projects.
The property sheet The property sheet shows keys and values. The main purpose is to 

inspect and modify properties of elements.
The label editor Creates and inspects localizable strings.
The cross-
reference tool

Determines where an element is used.

The Find tool Searches for code or metadata patterns in the AOT.
The table browser 
tool

Views the contents of a table directly from a table elements..

The best practices 
tool

Detects defects in the code and the elements.

The reverse 
engineering tool

Generates the Unified Modeling Language (UML) element or entity 
relationship diagrams (ERDs) to be uses in MS Visio.
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Application Object Tree
The AOT is the main development menu in Microsoft Dynamics AX. It is easy to 
navigate through the AOT using the arrows keys on the keyboard.

The root of AOT contains element categories such as:

• Data Dictionary
• Classes
• Tables
• Forms
• Macros
• Parts
• Data Sets
• SSRS Reports
• Reports

Before practicing effectively on AOT, understand the naming structure 
of all elements. There are thousands of elements that exist in AOT.
The elements are arranged alphabetically and named by the  
following structure:
(Business Area Name) + (Functional Area) + (Action Performed or Type of 
Content)Ex: CustPaymReconciliationImportBusiness Area: Cust = Customer
Functional Area: PaymReconciliation = Payment Reconciliation
Action Performed: Import = Import
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The element categories are shown in the following screenshot:

You can create elements in the AOT node by following the next steps:

1. Right-click on the element category node.
2. Select New <Element Type>.

When you create a new element, generated names are automatically given, and you 
can replace the default name with a new name.

The X++ code editor
The X++ code editor is a text editor that contains multiple features that you can find 
in Visual Studio, such as scripting, multiediting, word completion, and so on.

You can write all the X++ code with the X++ code editor by selecting a node in the 
AOT and pressing Enter. As shown in the following screenshot, the X++ editor 
contains two panes (the left-hand side pane and the right-hand side pane). The right 
pane shows the X++ code for the method selected in the left-hand side pane:
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The following table lists the shortcut keys for the X++ code editor:

Shortcut keys Action
F1 Shows the help window
F4 Goes to the next error
F5 Executes the current element
F7 Compiles
F9 Toggles a breakpoint
F12 Goes to the implementation (drilled down in the code)
Esc Cancels the selection
Ctrl + X Deletes the current selection
Ctrl + I Incremental search
Ctrl + E, C Comment selection
Ctrl + E, U Uncomment selection
Ctrl + Tab Goes to the next method
Ctrl + Shift + Tab Goes to the previous method
Alt + R Run and editor script
Alt + Shift + arrow keys Enables block selection
Ctrl + Alt + Spacebar Opens the Label editor
Ctrl + Shift + Spacebar Shows the method parameter help
Ctrl + Shift + F9 Removes all breakpoints
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The X++ code editor contains a set of editor scripts that you can invoke by clicking 
on the script icon on the X++ code editor toolbar, or you can type the name of the 
script + Tab in the editor. You will notice that there are built-in scripts such as:

• Send to the file
• Send to the mail recipient
• Open the AOT for the element related to the method selected
• Generate the code for standard code patterns such as the main, construct, 

and parm methods

Parm is a short for parameter and is used as simple property getters 
and setters on classes.
You can create your own scripts by adding new methods to the 
EditorScripts class because the list of editor scripts is extendable.

Compiler
The X++ compiler is a bottleneck for anything you build or install in your own 
scenarios across the system modules; just as you should compile any programming 
language, the X++ compiler can compile your code and produce a lot of information 
such as compiler errors, compiler warnings, and tasks.

In earlier versions of Microsoft Dynamics AX, the compiling processes were 
designed in three phases:

1. Declaration and method signatures.
2. Metadata validation and p-code generation.
3. Recompilation of elements that had preliminary errors.

In earlier versions in Microsoft Dynamics AX, the phases were:
1.  The compilation happens in the client.
2.  Metadata is exchanged from SQL to the client  
     and back to SQL.
3.  A long compiling duration happens due to  
     deserialization of metadata in memory cache.

In the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 compiler, enhancements have been made 
from an architectural concept that makes the compiling process more productive  
and faster than in earlier versions.
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In the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 compiler, the following  
processes happen:

• The compilation happens on the AOS
• Error logs are generated in each AOS
• No metadata exchange
• X++ execution time during the compilation has been reduced
• More available memory and no cache

Note that you can compile X++ code to common intermediate language 
(CIL) used by .NET Framework to improve the performance.
X++ code is compiled to p-code and the last code is compiled to CIL  
by following this path: AOT | Add-ins | Incremental CIL generation 
from X++.
Depending on your process, the performance improvement can be 
between 0 and 30 percent. Therefore, you will have to test to know 
whether performance improves by running your process in CIL.

Debugger
The debugger is a standalone application and is not part of the Microsoft Dynamics 
AX shell. The debugger allows the debugging of X++ code in any of the following 
Dynamics AX components:

• Microsoft Dynamics AX client (the Tools menu | Options |  
Development | Debug).

• AOS. From AOS, navigate to the MS Dynamics AX server configuration 
utility | Start | Administrative Tools | Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 
Server Configuration | Create a new configuration. Select the Enable 
breakpoints to debug X++ code running on this server checkbox.

• Business Connector. For enterprise portals, navigate to the MS Dynamics 
AX server configuration utility | Start | Administrative Tools | Microsoft 
Dynamics AX 2012 Configuration | Create a new configuration. Select 
the Enable global breakpoints to debug code running in the Business 
Connector or client checkbox.

For the debugger to start, a breakpoint must be hit when the X++ code is executed. 
You set breakpoints using the X++ code editor in the Dynamics AX development 
workspace. The debugger starts automatically when any component hits a breakpoint.
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To enable or disable a breakpoint, press Ctrl + F9.
To list all breakpoints, press Shift + F9.
To set or remove breakpoints, press F9.
Breakpoint tables are located in SysBreakpoints and 
SysBreakpointLists tables.

Projects
In AOT, you can use projects to group and structure elements according to your 
preference. A project is a powerful tool in the AOT because you can collect all the 
elements you need for a feature in one project. Projects can be opened from the  
AOT by clicking on the project icon in the toolbar.

When you create a new project, you should decide whether it should be shared 
among all developers or between private developers. You can use the Drag and 
Drop feature to move a project from shared to private or vice versa.
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You can determine a start up project that opens automatically when Microsoft 
Dynamics AX is started by specifying a certain project in the options form.

The property sheet
Properties are the backbone of the metadata system; each property is a key and value 
pair. You can use the property sheet to inspect and modify properties of elements.

By default, the property sheet appears when opening the development workspace.  
It is automatically updated to show properties for any element selected in the AOT.

The property sheet contains two columns: the key and the value pairs for each property.

In the Categories tab on the property sheet, you will find a lot of information related 
to the selected element, for example, CreationDate, CreatedBy, CreationTime, 
ChangedBy, and so on:

Docking the property sheet on either side of the screen is very easy, and this can  
be done by right-clicking on the title bar.

Also, you will notice that there are elements that have time values and user 
information at the end of every property sheet, and the read-only properties  
appear in the gray label editor.

The label editor in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is a text resource that is used 
throughout the whole product. It is a way to help you know more details about  
any element (the column header, the name of the form in the window, the help  
text in the status bar, captions on forms, and texts on Web forms).
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You can use the label editor as a useful tool to help you when creating support 
service on Microsoft Dynamics AX or to know where an error message is produced, 
and this will give you more information related to the element selected.

Labels are localizable, and this means that they can be translated into most 
languages, because text resources are kept in a Unicode-based label file that  
must have a three letter identifier (for example, @SYS1234).

The structure of the label file is very simple:

@<Label File Identifier><Label ID><Label Text>

Downloading the example code
You can download the example code files from your account at 
http://www.packtpub.com for all the Packt Publishing books 
you have purchased. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can 
visit http://www.packtpub.com/support and register to have 
the files e-mailed directly to you.

You can create new label files using the Label File Wizard, and you can access it 
directly from the Label Files node in the AOT or from the Tools menu | Wizards | 
Label File Wizard.

When naming a newly created label, the three-letter ID that you will choose 
must be unique. You can use your company's initials as an ID:
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The cross-reference tool
The concept of a cross-reference tool is very simple; if you have two elements (X and 
Z) and you want to know which one is in use by the other one, with cross-reference 
you can determine which elements are in use and which elements out of use.

These relationships between objects or elements are being recorded, so it is easy 
for you to track changes you or others made previously on all elements, so to keep 
yourself updated with this information, you must update the cross-reference tool 
regularly to ensure accuracy. This update will take several hours because it also 
compiles the entire AOT.

To update the cross-reference tool, go to Tools menu | Cross-
reference | Periodic | Update.
When the cross-reference tool is updating, it scans all metadata and 
X++ code.

To preview the whole list of cross-referenced elements, open the AOT, expand the 
SystemDocumentation node, and then click on Enums and xRefKind.

The Find tool
By pressing Ctrl + F from any node in the AOT, a Find window appears. It contains 
most of the useful tools to search for anything in Microsoft Dynamics AX application.

The Find tool contains multiple tabs such as Date, Advanced, Filter, and Properties.
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For the Date tab, you can specify a range of dates for your search, such as the 
modified date and who they were modified by.

In the Advanced tab, you can specify more advanced settings for your search, such 
as the layer to search, the size range of elements, the type of element, and the tier on 
which the element is set to run.

On the Filter tab, you can write a more complex query by using X++ and type libraries.

The Properties tab appears when All nodes is selected in the Search list. You can 
specify a search range for any property. Leaving the range blank for a property is a 
powerful setting when you want to inspect properties; it matches all nodes, and the 
property value is added as a column in the results.

The results appear at the bottom of the dialog box as they are found.

The Find tool searches the selected node and related subnodes in the AOT, and if 
you want to search several nodes, you can mark the Use selection checkbox; by 
unmarking this feature, you will disable this feature.

The table browser tool
Table browser is just a standard form that uses IntelliMorph to view and edit data 
in tables. You can use this helpful tool in numerous scenarios, such as debugging, 
validating data, modifying, cleaning data, and so on.

The table browser tool is implemented in X++, and you can find it in the AOT under 
the name SysTableBrowser.
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To open the table browser:

1. Locate the table that you want to view in the AOT.
2. Right-click on the table and then navigate to Add-Ins | Table browser. 

Alternatively, you can right-click on the table and select Open.
3. The table browser displays data from all fields in the table.

In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3, the table browser tool can be used to run SQL 
statements by entering the SQL statement in the textbox and just clicking on the 
Execute button to run the SQL against the data source.

You can use the Autoreport field group to make it easy for you to find the values  
you are looking for in tables that have many fields.

The best practice tool
The best practice tool is embedded in the compiler, and its main function is to 
detect defects and risky code patterns in the X++ code. It is used when making 
customizations in the application and it is useful to decrease the time and cost that 
occurs when implementing the application or for any maintenance of the system.
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It is the MorphX version of a static code analysis tool that allows any developer to 
run an analysis of his or her code and application model to ensure that it conforms  
to a set of predefined rules (400 rules) by displaying deviations from the best practice 
tool in the compiler output window.

To turn off the best practices tool, go to Tools menu | Options | 
Development | Compiler and set the Diagnostic Level value below 4.

The majority of the 400 rules focus on errors and warnings, and the best practice tool 
allows you to suppress errors and warnings and identify the deviation as reviewed 
and accepted.

To identify a suppressed error or warning, place a line containing the following 
before the deviation:

//BP Deviation Documented.

The reverse engineering tool
Reverse engineering is a general process of analyzing a specific technology to know 
how it was designed or how it operates. One of the best known tools in the world is 
located in Microsoft Dynamics AX as UML.

UML is a general modeling language in the field of software engineering, which is 
designed to provide a standard way to visualize the design of the system.

In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, you can generate UML Visio models from your 
existing metadata or an entity relationship data model and see how they relate to 
each other in a visualization mode. You must have Visio 2007 or higher to use the 
reverse engineering tool.

To open this tool, from the Tools menu, select Reverse engineer; then select the 
model type as Visio UML Data model.

This tool deals with projects, so you will have to select either Private project,  
Shared project, or Perspective.
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When you click on the OK button, all the elements in the selected project generate 
a Visio document that opens automatically, and any relationships between any 
elements will be easily visible to you.

Developing a security artifact using AOT
A security artifact is an architect of a security system within an entire system or 
application environment. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, the security system 
contains the following artifacts (ordered by hierarchy):

• Policies: Security policies are a set of security roles that control the  
working environment

• Security role: This represents the scope of work for every person in  
the organization

• Duties: These are responsibilities that perform tasks for a specific  
business objective or process cycle, and they contain a set of application 
process privileges

• Privileges and permissions: These are a group of access rights granted  
to users
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The following screenshot shows the security artifacts that you can develop from the 
AOT to build your security environment:

Setting permissions for a form
The first step is to control access to the data in any form in the AOT; if you open any 
form in the AOT, you can set permissions to CRUD:

• Create
• Read
• Update
• Delete

These types of permission are set automatically for tables that are used in the form 
(CRUD; this function is called auto-inference. Auto-inference configures table 
permissions in a form (CRUD), and the system automatically adds or updates the 
(CRUD) nodes by navigating to AOT | Forms | <FormName> | Permissions.
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You can set up the permission manually, and you can do this not only for a form,  
but also for several AOT elements that include:

• Services | <ServiceName> | Operations | <OperationName>
• Reports | <ReportName>
• Parts | Info Parts | <InforPartName>
• Forms | <FormName>
• Web | Web Files | Web Controls | <WebControlName>

When you open the Permission Type (Read) node by navigating to 
AOT | Forms | <FormName> | Permissions, you will notice that 
you have the ability to set controls for a table as securable objects or 
server methods.

Assigning permissions to privileges
Privileges are a set of permissions that provide access to a securable object. It is the 
second step after specifying permissions when developing a security artifact.

Using the auto-inferred table permissions and securing menu items with privileges, 
you can control access to the data in a form.

In the preceding screenshot, the AccountDistCustFreeInvoiceMaintain privilege 
contains an entry point, AccountingDistCustFreeInvoice. This is a menu item that 
points to a form.
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In the Properties tab, the AccessLevel value is set to Delete, and this means that 
when a user accesses the form through this particular menu item, the security 
framework in MS Dynamics AX will be under the Permissions | Delete node in  
this form and will grant access to the tables that are listed under that node.

In this example, you will notice a relation between the privileges, entry points, and 
permissions that determine the user access permissions if they access this privilege 
through a security role.

The menu items in the AOT act as a higher layer of abstraction for a 
form, reports, and so on, and it contains a complete list of the items that 
can be presented in a menu.
Each menu item has the following security properties:

• Create permissions
• Read permissions
• Update permissions
• Correct permissions
• Delete Permissions

These properties can refer to the nodes under this: AOT | Forms | 
<FormName> | Permissions.
Entry points refer to a programming object that is at the start of an 
application functionality and can be directly associated with privileges.
Entry points can be referred to a lot of object types, such as form, job, 
info part, query, report, SSRS report, and class.
For example, for an entry point referring to a menu item that is referring 
to a form, permissions are defined in the AOT node as Permissions | 
Form | Menu Item | Entry Point (on a privilege).
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The following figure (Developer Network on http://msdn.microsoft.com) 
illustrates the sequence of using auto-inferred permission:
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As a security best practice, you have to check the following:

• One entry point must be assigned to a privilege
• Every privilege must be contained in at least one duty
• Every duty must be contained in at least one role
• Every role must be contained in at least one process cycle

Validating and testing a security privilege
After you implement the data security structure in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012,  
you will want to make sure that you make accurate changes. For the testing process, 
you need to do the following:

1. Create a role by navigating to AOT | Security | Roles.
2. In the AOT, assign the appropriate duty or privilege to the new role.
3. Create a test user account (such as axtest3) by going to System 

Administration | Common | Users | Users.
4. Assign the user to a role by going to System administration | Setup | 

Security | Assign users to roles.
5. Start the application with a command line or shortcut that is similar to  

the following (wrapped lines):

%windir%\system32\cmd.exe /c runas /savecred  
/user:mywindowsdomain\axtest3 "C:\Program Files  
(x86)\Microsoft Dynamics AX\6.0\Client\Bin\Ax32.exe" 

Applying a configuration key
Configuration keys allow administrators to set the security for a user group by 
minimizing access to a user group to reduce the potential attacks.

The benefit of the configuration key is to protect sensitive data in the database and 
prevent users from changing code and objects in the application.

Configuration keys are applied for the following:

• Tables
• Fields
• Views
• Menus
• Menu items
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• Form controls
• Indexes
• Extended data types
• Report controls

The following screenshot shows the configuration keys:

To create a configuration key, follow these steps:

1. Expand the Data Dictionary node in the AOT.
2. Right-click on the Configuration Keys node and select  

New Configuration Key.
3. Right-click on the configuration key and click on Properties.
4. Rename the configuration key by modifying the Name property.
5. Right-click on the object and click on Create in the shortcut menu.
6. Right-click on the object and click on Save in the shortcut menu.
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When you disable a table in the configuration key that is listed in 
the AOT in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, you must decide whether 
to manually delete the data that is in the table or not. In the earlier 
versions of Microsoft Dynamics AX, when you disable a table in the 
configuration key, the table is dropped from the SQL Server and all the 
data is deleted. This change happened in AX 2012.

Summary
Through out this chapter, you got a solid introduction to the MorphX development 
tools. Now, you can use each development feature in a smooth and fast way. Besides 
developing a security artifact by creating privileges and permissions and assigning 
them to each other, you are now able to validate, test, and debug the security 
privileges and roles that you created previously. This is a good start that will make 
you go through the advanced topics coming next.

In the next chapter, we will learn about the fundamentals of security coding using 
X++, code access security, security debugging, security in display and edit methods, 
and the Table Permissions Framework.
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Security Coding
In this chapter, we are going to illustrate X++ security coding and how to use Code 
Access Security (CAS). We will also talk about the new compiler enhancement in 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 and how it affects the compiling process within 
the system and the debugging tools. Finally, we will introduce the new features in 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3.

The topics covered in this chapter are as follows:

• The fundamentals of security coding using X++
• Using Code Access Security
• Security debugging
• Security for the Display and Edit methods
• The Table Permissions Framework

The fundamentals of security coding  
using X++
In this chapter, we will cover the trustworthy computing features of Microsoft 
Dynamics AX 2012 and how they affect security coding.

X++ is an object-oriented language like any other programming language, for 
example, C++. It allows developers to design data types, tables, queries, forms, 
menus, and reports. It also allows access to the application code by launching  
the X++ code editor.

X++ has a lot of features and tools that help you edit the structure of the application 
and avoid common programming pitfalls that can prevent you from implementing 
X++. It includes keywords that match most of the keywords in standard SQL.
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Using Code Access Security
The CAS framework is a mechanism developed to protect systems from dangerous 
APIs that are invoked by untrusted code. It simply allows two pieces of code to 
communicate in a manner that can't be compromised.

To know what untrusted code is, we will first define what trusted code is. Trusted 
code is defined as code from the AOT running on the Application Object Server 
(AOS), meaning the code must be written by a trusted developer. This is because  
the developer privileges and permissions are the highest level of permission over  
the entire application. In other words, if you execute the code outside the AOS  
on a client, there is the possibility that it was altered on the client side before 
execution, thus rendering the code untrusted. The following figure demonstrates  
this mechanism:
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For more information on CAS, visit Microsoft MSDN: 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/
ff648663.aspx.

The main purpose of CAS is securing the tunnel between an API and its consumer 
through the CodeAccessPermission class or a similar class. The consumer should 
request to call the API, which is done by calling CodeAccessPermission.Assert. 
The API then verifies that the consumer has the correct permissions by calling 
CodeAccessPermission.demand. The demand method searches the call stack for 
matching assertions; then, if untrusted code exists on the call stack before the 
matching assertion, an exception is raised:

Class WinApiServer
{
//Delete any given file on the server
Public server static Boolean deleteFile(Filename_fileName)
{ FileIOPermission           fileIOPerm;
//Check file I/O permission
fileIOPerm = new FileIOPermission(_filename, 'B');
//Delete the file
System.IO.File::Delete(_filename);  }
}
Class Consumer
{{ //Delete the temporary file on the server
Public server static void deleteTmpFile()
{ FileIOPermission          fileIOPerm;
FileName              filename = @'d:\DBM\tmp.tmp';
// Request file I/O permission
fileIOPerm = new FileIOPermission(filename, 'b');
CodeAccessPermission::revertAssert();
 // Use CAS protected API to delete the file
WinApiServer: : deleteFile(filename);
}
}

When using Assert, you have to make sure you don't create a new 
API that is just as dangerous as the one that CAS has secured.
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WinAPIServer::deleteFile is recognized to be a dangerous API because it exposes 
the .NET API System.IO.File::Delete(string filename). This allows the user 
to remotely delete files, which could cause the server to come down.

The Demand methods enforce security analysis in every calling stack 
that is examined for a specific permission, and when a demand is 
triggered the following occurs:

1. The stack walk begins at the caller's stack frame and not at 
the current stack where the demand occurs. For example, 
if method A calls method B and method B has a demand, 
the stack walk begins at method A's stack frame. Method 
B is never evaluated as part of the stack walk.

2. The stack walk proceeds through the call stack until it 
reaches the program's entry point to the stack (usually the 
Main method) or until a stack walk modifier like Assert 
is found.

3. When a demand and a stack walk modifier (assert, for 
example) for the same permission appear on the same 
stack frame, the demand takes precedence.

Declarative and imperative syntaxes exhibit no difference in behavior.
Note that a demand placed on your program's entry point never gets 
evaluated because the stack walks always begin at the calling stack 
frame, but in this case, there is no such calling frame to evaluate. 
Therefore, demands placed on a program's entry point always 
succeed.
For more information about the Demands method, visit MSDN:  
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/9kc0c6st(v=vs.110).aspx.
The X++ language belongs to the Curly Brace family of 
programming languages, which define statement blocks using  
the curly brackets ({}). Thus it is influenced by the C, C++, and  
C# programming languages.

Securing an API on the AOS
You can make an API secure by extending the CodeAccessPermission class. Any 
class that is derived from CodeAccessPermission is trusted by checking for the 
appropriate permission.
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Follow these steps to secure a class on the server tier:

1. You can derive a class from the CodeAccessPermission class or you can use 
one of the following classes that are embedded in MS Dynamics AX. Then 
you can skip to step 6:

 ° ExecutePermission

 ° FilelOPermission

 ° RunAsPermission

 ° InteropPermission

 ° SkipAOSValidationPermission

 ° SqlDataDictionaryPermission

 ° SqlStatementExecutePermission

 ° SysDatabaseLogPermission

2. Create a method with reference to the class.
3. Create a constructor for all class parameters that store permission data.
4. To know which permissions are required to invoke the API that you are 

securing, override the CodeAccessPermission class. Check whether the 
SubsetOf method can be compared with the derived permission class to 
CodeAccessPermission.

5. Override the CodeAccessPermission.copy method to return a copy of an 
instance of the class created in the first step to prevent the class object from 
being modified and passed to the secured API.

6. Call the CodeAcessPermission.demand method before executing the API 
functionality that you are securing. The method will check the call stack to 
determine whether the permission has been granted to the calling code.

X++ has built-in support for querying the code and the syntax 
statements are similar to SQL statements.
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Security debugging
The debugger tool provides debugging capabilities for X++ developers and it also 
communicates with the Microsoft Dynamics AX client, .NET Business Connector,  
or batch jobs that run on the Microsoft Dynamics AX server.

We're going to illustrate the following:

• Installing the debugger tool
• Enabling the debugger tool
• Adding users to the debugging user local group
• The debugger user interface
• Debugger shortcut keys

First you have to make sure you have installed the debugger tool from Microsoft 
Dynamics AX. Go to Setup | Install | Microsoft Dynamics AX components.

Installing the debugger
In this section, we will see how to install the debugger tool.

From the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Setup window, you can install the debugger 
to add, remove, or modify any component that is installed or should be installed:
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To begin installing the debugger component, go through the following steps:

1. From the Microsoft Dynamics AX Setup window, go to Install | Microsoft 
Dynamics AX components.

2. Provide a file location or accept the default location.
3. On the Ready to install page, click on Install.
4. If you're installing AX 2012 R3, click on Microsoft Dynamics AX from the 

Select an installation option page.
5. On the Select installation type page, click on Custom installation.
6. On the Select components page, select Debugger.
7. On the Prerequisite validation results page, resolve any errors. When no 

errors remain, click on Next.
8. On the Ready to install page, click on Install.
9. After completing the installation process, click on Finish to close  

the wizard.

Enabling the debugger
After installing the debugger tool, you need to enable the debugging tool from the 
server by marking the following:

• Enable breakpoints to debug X++ code running on this server
• Enable global breakpoints
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This is shown in the following screenshot:

These checkboxes can be accessed by going to Start | Administrative Tools | 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Server Configuration.

By following these steps, you enabled the debugging tool from the server. To 
enable the debugging tool on the client side, go to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 | 
Tools | Options | Development. From the Debug mode dropdown, select When 
Breakpoint:
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Adding users to the Debugging User local 
group
After installing the debugger tool and enabling the debugging feature (either from 
the server or the client), you must add users to the Debugging User local group to 
avoid the following error message:

This error message appears if you don't add the user to the 
Microsoft Dynamics AX Debugging Users local group.
The administrator or the user who installed the security debugging 
tool is automatically added to the local group.
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To start using the debugger, the user must belong to the Debugging Users local 
group on the computer. To add users to local group, follow these steps:

1. Click on Start menu and select Control Panel.
2. In Control Panel, double-click on Administrative Tools.
3. In Administrative Tools, double-click on Local Security Policy.
4. From the Security Settings window, expand the Local Policies folder.
5. Click on User Rights Assignment.
6. From the Policy column, double-click on Debug programs to view  

the current local group policy assignments in the Local Security  
Setting window.

7. To add new users, click on the Add User or Group... button.
8. The following screenshot shows the interface to start the debugger:
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Before debugging security roles in Dynamics AX 2012, you must choose a user who 
belongs to the system administrator role, and then assign the role you want to debug 
to that user. Follow these steps:

1. Close all Microsoft Dynamics AX instances.
2. Open the Microsoft Dynamics AX development environment.
3. Open another instance for Microsoft Dynamics AX client.
4. Add the role you want to debug to your user ID.
5. In the development environment, set breakpoints in the X++ code.
6. Create a job, add the following line, and then execute the job:

SecurityUtil::sysAdminMode(False);

7. From the development environment, press Ctrl + W to open the application 
workspace.

8. You are able to open the client with a reduced permission and also have the 
ability to debug the X++ code.

These procedures will not work for enterprise portals or for code 
executed using the X++ RunAs API.

9. To set the environment back to the system administrator role, update the  
job created before with the value set to true:

SecurityUtil::sysAdminMode (true); 
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The debugger user interface
In the following screenshot, you will see the debugger window opened and all 
windows enabled:

Source: www.microsoftpressstore.com
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The following table is a brief description of every element in the preceding window:

Debugger element Description
The Code window The Code window shows the current X++ code.
The Breakpoints 
window

The Breakpoints window lists all breakpoints made by 
you; you can delete, enable, or disable the breakpoints 
through this window.

The Call Stack window The Call Stack window displays the code path followed to 
arrive at a specific execution point.

The Variables window The Variables window shows the local, global, and 
member variables with their names and values.

The Watch window The Watch window shows the name, value, and type of 
different variables. You can drag and drop variables from 
the Code window to this window to inspect them as you 
prefer.

The Output window The Output window shows the output sent to the info log 
and any traces enabled on the Development tab in the 
Options form.

The status bar window The status bar shows the current user ID who is logged 
in to the system, the current session ID on the AOS, the 
current company account, and the current transaction level.

Debugger shortcut keys
The following table lists the most important shortcut keys that are available in the 
debugger, and you can find out about the other shortcut keys by using help:

Shortcut key Action
F5 Run
F10 Step over
F11 Step into
Shift + F5 Stop debugging
Shift + F11 Step out
Shift + F9 Toggle breakpoint
Ctrl + Alt + B Breakpoint window
Ctrl + Alt + C Call stack window
Ctrl + Alt + O Output window
Ctrl + Alt + V Variables window
Ctrl + Alt + W Watch window
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Security for the display and edit methods
The display method is not a physical field in a table but is a method to display 
information from another table or resource. In simple words, it can expose data from 
any table that includes the display keyword as a method modifier. The methods 
that can use the display method modifier are as follows:

• Table

• Form

• Report

• Report Design

• Data Source

The display method modifier is any method that includes the 
display keyword as a method modifier. It indicates that the 
method has a return value that can appear on a form or a report.

The following example is a standard display method from the SalesTable table:

display CustName customerName()
{
    return this.partyTable_CustAccount().Name;
}

To create a display method, follow these steps:

1. Place the display keyword in front of the method's return type.  
For example:
display Amount amount()

2. Determine the return type. The return type should be an extended data type. 
A display method returns a calculated value like a sum or a count.

3. Determine whether to add parameters to the display method. The following 
list explains when to add a parameter:

 ° A display method for a table, form, or report does not have any 
parameters. For example:
display Amount amount()

 ° A display method for a form data source does require a parameter. 
You use the parameter to specify a table buffer. The type of table 
buffer has to match the type of the table in the form data source.
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X++ allows single- and multiline comments. We need to 
start and end with // for single-line comments, and /* for 
multiline comments.

The following example shows a display method that returns the number of 
customer records that appear in the form's data source. Note how the parameter  
has the type CustTable. This table is in the form data source.

display NumberOfRecords testMethod(CustTable myTable)
{
   NumberOfRecords recCount = this.totalNumberOfRows();
   Return recCount;
}

When complex methods are used to calculate values on 
grids, performance dips because methods are run repeatedly 
with no reason.

By using CacheAddMethod of the datasource object, the display methods can 
be cached and the display will only be calculated when necessary, and thus the 
performance will be improved:

public void init()
{
    super();
 
    // Enable caching of the document handling display fields
    dirPartyTable_ds.cacheAddMethod(tablemethodstr(DirPartyTable,   
      showDocHanIcon));
}

The method in a class is a member that uses statements to determine the 
behavior of any object. Methods can be defined with public or private 
access modifiers, and if the access modifier is obsolete, the method is 
accessible. Additional modifiers supported by X++ are Abstract, 
Client, delegate, display, edit, final, server, and static.
The method parameters have default values and are used when 
parameters are omitted from method invocations.
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When a user has access to a certain table, they can use the display method to expose 
any data from any other table, even if they don't have authorized access to any other 
tables, so you have to evaluate the business impact of the retrieved data from the 
display method.

To resolve any conflict associated with the use of the display and edit methods, 
follow these steps:

1. Evaluate each display method that brings data from another row in the 
same table or from a different one.

2. Evaluate each display method regardless of whether the data is affected  
by any threat.

3. If the data is affected by a threat, you can perform the explicit authorization 
checks and throw an exception if access is unauthorized.

The following code shows an explicit authorization:

if (hasSecurityKeyAccess(securitykeyNum(mySecurityKey), 
AccessType::View))
{
    myMethod();
}
 
if (hasMenuItemAccess(menuItemDisplayStr(myMenuItem), 
MenuItemType::Display)))
{
    myMethod();
}
 
DictTable dictTable = new DictTable(tablenum(myTable));
if (dictTable.rights >= AccessType::Insert))
{
    myMethod();
}
 
if (isConfigurationkeyEnabled(configurationkeyNum(myConfigurationKey))
{
    myMethod();
}
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X++ includes statements that allow interop with .NET CLR and 
COM components by dispatching method calls from the Dynamics 
AX object to the wrapped object.

The Table Permissions Framework
The Table Permissions Framework (TPF) enables administrators to add an 
additional level of security to tables that are located in the database and available 
through the AOT. TPF adds table-level security that verifies the access rights 
to the requested data. To enable TPF, the administrator must specify a value 
AOSAuthorization property on a specific table in the AOT, and the following  
table describes the possible values of the AOSAuthorization property:

Value Description
CreateDelete Create and delete authorization validation is performed 

on the AOS
UpdateDelete Update and delete authorization validation is 

performed on the AOS
CreateUpdateDelete Create, update, and delete authorization validation is 

performed on the AOS
CreateReadUpdateDelete All operations are validated on the AOS
None No AOS authorization validation is performed  

(default value)

You can also add additional rules for validation by using the following table 
methods (use these methods carefully because they can slow down performance):

• aosValidateDelete

• aosValidateInsert

• aosValidateRead

• aosValidateUpdate
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To enable TPF on a database table, follow these instructions:

1. In the AOT, go to Data Dictionary | Tables.
2. Right-click on a table and then click on Properties.
3. Click on AOSAuthorizationProperty and select a new value by using the 

drop-down list.
4. Click on Save All:
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The AOS acts as a security guard by verifying whether the 
users that are trying to access the requested table have the right 
permission; if not, the AOS doesn't complete the operation.

After enabling the TPF, you have to ensure that the security roles can access  
the data in the protected table – this will prevent the following error message  
from appearing:

To ensure whether the roles require access to a requested table or not, follow  
these steps:

1. Go to the AOT and expand Data Dictionary | Tables.
2. Right-click on the requested table and go to Add-Ins | Security tools |  

View related security roles.
3. The Roles related to table form is displayed, which shows all the security 

roles that access the requested table and the attached privileges.
4. You can grant the role access to the table protected by TPF by using the 

Override permissions form.
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If you need to know all the objects and permissions that access the protected table by 
TPF, just follow these steps:

1. Go to the AOT and expand Data Dictionary | Tables.
2. Right-click on the requested table and go to Add-Ins | Cross-reference | 

Update:

3. Right-click on the requested table again and go to Add-Ins | Cross-reference 
| Used By.

4. The Used By form that is displayed shows all objects that access the 
requested table and the permissions required to access the table.

It is recommended to perform TPF in a test environment first. This is so 
you can recognize the changes that happen to the selected table and the 
impact on users or user groups that access the selected table.
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Summary
By the end of this chapter, you are able to use CAS to secure your environment and 
also know how to debug the security coding. You also learned how to use the TPF 
feature to secure your data and add an additional level of security to specific tables 
and fields.

In the next chapter, we are going to learn how to secure business data by using 
policies and authorization. We will also understand the new revolution of  
record-level security in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.
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Developing Extensible  
Data Security

In any corporation, some users are restricted to work with specific sensitive data 
because of its confidentiality or company policies, and this type of data access 
authorization can be managed using extensible data security (XDS). XDS is the 
evolution of the record-level security (RLS) that was available in the previous 
versions of Microsoft Dynamics AX. Also, Microsoft keeps the RLS in version AX 
2012, so you can refer to it at any time.

The topics that will be covered in this chapter are as follows:

• The main concepts of XDS policies
• Designing and developing the XDS policy
• Creating the XDS policy
• Adding constrained tables and views
• Setting the XDS policy context
• Debugging the XDS policy
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The main concepts of XDS policies
When developing an XDS policy, you need to be familiar with the  
following concepts:

Concept Description
Constrained tables A constrained table is the table or tables in a given security 

policy from which data is filtered or secured, based on the 
associated policy query.

Primary tables A primary table is used to secure the content of the related 
constrained table.

Policy queries A policy query is used to secure the constrained tables 
specified in a given extensible data security policy.

Policy context A policy context is a piece of information that controls the 
circumstances under which a given policy is considered to 
be applicable. If this context is not set, then the policy, even if 
enabled, is not enforced.

After understanding the previous concepts of XDS, we move on to the four steps to 
develop an XDS policy, and they are as follows:

1. Design the query on the primary tables.
2. Develop the policy.
3. Add the constrained tables and views.
4. Set up the policy context.

Designing and developing the XDS policy
XDS is a powerful mechanism that allows us to express and implement data  
security needs. The following steps show detailed instructions on designing  
and developing XDS:

1. Determine the primary table; for example, VendTable.
2. Create a query under the AOT Queries node:

 ° Use VendTable as the first data source
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 ° Add other data sources as required by the vendor data model:

Creating the policy
Now we have to create the policy itself. Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on AOT and go to Security | Policies. Select New  
Security Policy.

2. Adjust the PrimaryTable property on the policy to VendTable.
3. Settle the Query property on the policy to VendProfileAccountPolicy.
4. Adjust the PolicyGroup property to Vendor Self Service.
5. Settle the ConstrainedTable property to Yes to secure the primary table 

using this policy.
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6. Adjust the Enabled property to Yes or No, depending on whether or not you 
want to control the policy.

7. Settle the ContextType property to one of the following:

 ° ContextString: Adjust the property to this value if a global context is 
to be used with the policy. After using ContextString, it needs to be 
set by the application using the XDS::SetContext API.

 ° RoleName: Adjust the property to this value if the policy should  
be applied only if a user in a specific role needs to access the 
constrained tables.

 ° RoleProperty: Adjust the property to this value if the policy is to be 
applied only if the user is a member of any one of roles that have the 
ContextString property settled to the same value.

The following screenshot displays the properties:
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Adding constrained tables and views
After designing the query and developing the required policy, the next step is to add 
the constrained tables and views that contain the data by using the created policy.

By following the next steps, you will be able to add constrained tables or views:

1. Right-click on the Constrained Tables node.
2. Go to New | Add table to add a constrained table; for example,  

the AssetBook table, as shown in the following screenshot:

When adding the constrained table AssetBook, you must determine the 
relationship that should be used to join the primary table with the last 
constrained table.

3. Go to New | Add View to add a constrained view to the selected policy.

Repeat these steps for every constrained table or view that needs to be secured 
through this policy.

After finishing these steps, the policy will be applied for all users who are attempting 
to access the tables or views that are located on the constrained table's node when 
the Enabled property is set to Yes. Security policies are not applied to system 
administrators who are in the SysAdmin role.
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Setting the XDS policy context
According to the requirements, the security policy needs to be adjusted to apply only 
to the users who were assigned to the vendor role. The following steps should be 
performed to make the appropriate adjustment:

1. Adjust the ContextType property on the policy node to RoleProperty.
2. Settle the ContextString property on the policy node to ForAllVendorRoles:

To assign this policy to all the vendor roles, the ForAllVendorRoles context should 
be applied to the appropriate roles:

1. Locate each role that needs to be assigned to this policy on the AOT node;  
for example, the VendVendor role.
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2. Adjust the ContextString property on the VendVendor role to 
ForAllVendorRoles:

For more information, go to MSDN and refer to Whitepapers – 
Developing Extensible Data Security Policies at https://msdn.
microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb629286.aspx.

Debugging XDS policies
One of the most common issues reported when a new XDS policy is deployed is that 
an unexpected number of rows are being returned from a given constrained table. 
For example, more sales orders are being returned than expected if the sales order 
table is being constrained by a given customer group.

XDS provides a method to debug these errors. We will go over it now.

Review the SQL queries that have been generated. The X++ select has been extended 
with a command that instructs the underlying data access framework to generate the 
SQL query without actually executing it.
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The following job runs a select query on SalesTable with a generated command.  
It then calls the getSQLStatement() method on SalesTable and dumps the  
output using the info API.

static void VerifySalesQuery(Args _args) 
{ 
 SalesTable salesTable; 
 XDSServices xdsServices = new XDSServices(); 
  xdsServices.setXDSContext(1, ''); 
  //Only generate SQL statement for custGroup table 
 select generateonly forceLiterals CustAccount, DeliveryDate from 
salesTable; 
  //Print SQL statement to infolog 
 info(salesTable.getSQLStatement()); 
  xdsServices.setXDSContext(2, ''); 
}

The XDS policy development framework further eases this process of doing some 
advanced debugging by storing the query in a human-readable form. This query 
and others on a given constrained table in a policy can be retrieved by using the 
following Transact-SQL query on the database in the development environment 
(AXDBDEV in this example):

SELECT [PRIMARYTABLEAOTNAME], [QUERYOBJECTAOTNAME], 
 [CONSTRAINEDTABLE], [MODELEDQUERYDEBUGINFO], 
 [CONTEXTTYPE],[CONTEXTSTRING], 
 [ISENABLED], [ISMODELED] 
FROM [AXDBDEV].[dbo].[ModelSecPolRuntimeEx] 

This SQL query generates the following output:
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As you can see, the query that will join the WHERE statement of any query to the 
AssetBook table will be ready for debugging. Other metadata, such as LayerId,  
can be debugged if needed.

When multiple policies apply to a table, the results of the policies 
are linked together with AND operators.

Summary
By the end of this chapter, you are able to secure your sensitive data using the  
XDS features. We learned how to design and develop XDS policies, constrained 
tables and views, primary tables, policy queries, set the security context, run SQL 
queries and learned how to debug XDS policies.

In the next chapter, we are going to learn the organizational model framework,  
the organization model scenarios and how to extend and secure the  
organizational model.
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Extending the  
Organization Model

To understand what extending the organization model means, we have to be aware 
of something called business growth and business continuous improvement.

International organizations can grow internally and externally. External growth 
occurs by mergers or acquisition, and that's what happened when Microsoft bought 
Skype with an investment of 8.5 billion dollars. Another international organization 
decided to target a new customer segment or create sales growth in one of its 
products in the next year with a certain number of sales amount and units,  
which is called internal business growth.

These two types of growth both contain a high level of risk and challenges; therefore, 
the CEOs need to measure the performance of these types of growth opportunities 
(internal or external).

They also need to monitor and control the performance improvement that  
happens in the lower level of the organization, such as departments, business  
units, and divisions.

Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 can handle this type of growth and monitor the 
performance of their investments using the extended organizational model.

The list of topics that will be covered in this chapter is as follows:

• The organizational model framework
• The organizational model scenarios
• Extending the organizational model
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The organizational model framework
The organizational model has two main components: organization types and 
organization hierarchies. To start modeling your business, you have to understand 
each one of them to be able to establish your organizational structure.

The following diagram shows the complete components of the organizational  
model framework:

Party records: Some organizations may have multiple legal entities or 
locations; therefore, you can create party records in the Global Address 
Book form to separate these entities or locations.
Creating separate entities using party records reduces the confusion 
when communicating with different areas in an organization.

The organization types in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, legal entities and operating 
unit are as follows:

• Legal entities: In the business world, legal entities can be described as any 
entity type that has a legal standing in the eyes of the law that can enter into 
agreements or contracts. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, the legal entity is 
the same as a company.

• Operating unit: Any legal entity can divide their work into operational 
processes among the team, and every team is considered an operating unit 
that has duties and responsibilities to perform their work. Legal entities  
must work at least with a single operating unit or more according to their 
business capacity. Therefore, there are several types of operating units and 
they are as follows:

 ° Business unit: This is an operating unit that focuses on achieving a 
business strategy, such as the product line or a specific industry
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 ° Cost centre: This is a type of operating unit that is used to track  
and manage costs, and some types of operating units can be used  
as a cost controller

 ° Department: The created organizational departments are based on 
functional responsibility, such as accounting, sales, marketing, and 
customer service

 ° Value stream: This is a type of operating unit that is used in lean 
manufacturing that describes the flow of activities needed to create  
a final product or service

 ° Retail channel: This is a type of operating unit that is used in the 
retail industry to represent a retail channel, such as retail stores  
and online stores

The process of internal control in any organization can be enabled 
through the organization model framework in Microsoft Dynamics 
AX 2012, by arranging the legal entities and operating units into 
hierarchies and using the reporting tool.

Organization hierarchies
The organization is a group of people who are working in an operational and 
administration process that has a flow of different activities. The organizational 
hierarchy shows the internal and external relationships in the organization;  
therefore, it is easy to understand the flow of activities within the organization.

The team is a type of internal organization that can be found under 
several types of operating units that can be created for a specific 
purpose or project.

A purpose is set to define how the organizational hierarchy is used in organization 
model scenarios; some purposes can be used with a specific organization type and 
others can be used with all types of organizations, as shown in the following table:

Purpose Description Organization types
Organization chart Used in human resource module for 

the reporting relationship
All types

Security Used to determine data security access 
for organizations

All types

Audit internal control Used to determine policies to identify 
documents for audit purposes

Legal entities
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Purpose Description Organization types
Centralized payments Used to make payments by one legal 

entity on behalf of other legal entities
Legal entities

Vendor payment 
internal control

Used to determine payments of 
vendor invoices

Legal entities

Signature authority 
internal control

Used to determine policies that control 
the spending and approval limits

All types

Procurement internal 
control

Used to determine policies that 
monitor and control the purchasing 
process cycle

All types

Expenditure internal 
control

Used to determine policies for  
expense reports

All types

The organization hierarchy purposes are shown in the following screenshot:

As a best practice to implement Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, the organization 
model structure must be defined. Next, every functional department should 
participate in establishing the organizational hierarchy under the supervision  
of the CEO, managers, and senior executives.
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The organizational model scenarios
The organizational framework is used to model how the business operates, and 
there are two ways to approach the organization model framework. The first method 
is using the built-in integration with Microsoft Dynamics AX modules and other 
application frameworks. The second method is modeling custom scenarios to meet 
the business needs and requirements:

• Integration with other frameworks' application modules
• Custom modeling scenarios

Integration with other frameworks' application 
modules
The main modules in Microsoft Dynamics AX that are integrated with the 
organizational model framework are as follows:

• Address book: The address book is a main feature in Microsoft Dynamics 
AX that stores addresses and contact information; therefore, all organization 
types can use the address book in an internal organization

• Financial dimensions: The main purpose of the financial dimension is 
to measure the financial performance of the organization, and it can be 
used with legal entities as well as operating units to evaluate the business 
performance for every department, business unit, and department

• Policy framework: The policy framework can define the internal control 
policy of the organization, for example, expense reports, purchase 
requisitions, and vendor invoice payments

• Extensible data security: The extensible data security framework helps 
secure your business data from unauthorized access and can be assigned  
on the organization hierarchy

Also, the organizational model framework is used in the following modules within 
Microsoft Dynamics AX:

• Human resource: All the data and transactions that occur in the human 
resources module can be shown and modified using the organizational 
model framework
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• Procurement and sourcing: Using the organizational model framework, 
the purchase data can be viewed and modified similarly to the purchase 
requisition and the packing list

• Travel and expenses: Expenses that occur in a legal entity can be viewed, 
modified, and audited using the organizational model framework

Custom modeling scenarios
You can also model your own scenarios using the organization model framework. 
For example, organizations may need to limit the user access to certain data in the 
sales module that is related to another industry line and view only the sales data in 
his or her specific industry.

Extending the organizational model
You can extend the organizational model to support ISV or partner customization  
by creating a custom type of operating unit or extending the hierarchy designer.

Creating a custom type of operating unit
You can implement this scenario when the organization needs to accommodate a 
certain vertical industry, such as retail branches and stores. The organizational model 
framework supports the extensibility of your organization by creating a new custom 
type of operating unit using the AOT, and it is as follows:
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The steps to create a custom type of operating unit are as follows:

1. Create a new base enum value for the operating unit type.
2. Create a view.
3. Create a menu item.

Creating a new base enum value
Base enums are used to categorize data; for example, if you need to add more 
categorization to inventory item types, you can create a new base enum to add  
more categories in the same table.

System enums are located in the AOT in this path: SystemDocumentation | Enums. 
The value of a base enum is stored in the database as an integer value.

The following steps illustrate how to create a new base enum value using the AOT:

1. Navigate to Data Dictionary | Base Enums | OMOperatingUnitType, and 
then click on New Element:

2. Enter the name and label from the Properties window of the new element.

Creating a view
After creating the new base enum value, the next step is to create a view from the 
AOT view node as follows:

1. Navigate to Data Dictionary | Views and then click on New View.
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2. In Name, type DimAttributeOM"Name", for example, DimAttributeOMStore:

Creating a menu item
The last step is to create a menu item for the new operating unit type, and it is 
created as follows:

1. Navigate to Menu Items | Display and then click on New Menu Item.
2. In the Properties window, set the following (Store is an example):

 ° Name to StoreMenuItem
 ° Label to Store
 ° Object to OMOperatingUnit
 ° EnumTypeParameter to OMOperatingUnitType
 ° EnumParameter to Store

After finishing the last step, the new operating unit type, Store, will appear in the  
list of the operating unit types in the organizational model framework.

You can define the data security access and policies for these organization types 
based on the hierarchy.
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Extending the hierarchy designer
There is limited support to extend the hierarchy designer in Microsoft Dynamics  
AX 2012. The hierarchy designer can be customized into four parameters within  
the hierarchy, and they are as follows:

• The border color
• The node image
• The top gradient color
• The bottom gradient color

This form is available through this path: Organization Administration | Setup | 
Organization | Organization Hierarchies.

Summary
By the end of this chapter, you understood the types of organizations and the basic 
categories of operational units, and learned how to use them.

You were also able to extend your organizational hierarchy using the organization 
model framework and create a new custom type of operating units when it comes  
to establishing new vertical industries for the growth purpose of your organization.

In the next chapter, we will learn how to be the architect of an Enterprise Portal,  
how to secure it, and how to secure your business data.
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Enterprise Portal Security
An organization can expand the use of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 to reach their 
customers, vendors, employees, and business partners and enable them to access the 
application through the Enterprise Portal web client.

The Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 web portal can be accessed from anywhere using a 
web browser to access data, reports, transactions, documents, and alerts. Also, it can 
be used as a web platform that contains default web pages and user roles that can be 
used or customized to meet your business needs.

The Enterprise Portal is a powerful tool that brings the best of Microsoft SharePoint, 
ASP.NET technologies to establish a web-based application that contains the best 
functionality in both technologies in Microsoft Dynamics AX Enterprise Portal.

The list of topics that will be covered in this chapter is as follows:

• The architect of Enterprise Portal
• Security in Enterprise Portal
• Data access security
• Report access security

The architecture of Enterprise Portal
To understand how to secure web elements, we need to identify the Enterprise  
Portal elements and components that make up an Enterprise Portal page,  
and they are as follows:

• Web parts
• AOT elements
• Datasets
• Controls
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Web parts
Web parts support customization and personalization. They can be integrated  
into a web page.

Web parts contain a lot of objects, such as the action pane, business overview, 
connect, cues, infolog, left navigation, list, page title, quick launch, quick links, 
report, toolbar, unified work list, and user control.

The following table shows a description for a group of these web parts.

Objects Description
Action pane This is used to display the action pane and it also points to a web 

menu in the AOT. AxActionPane control in a web control does the 
same job.

Business 
overview

This is used to display the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and 
analytical data in role centers.

Connect This is used to display the links to the information located in the 
Microsoft Dynamics AX community website.

Cues This is used to display numeric information, and it is added to role 
center pages and points to a cue group in the AOT.

Report This is used to display Microsoft SSRS reports (SQL Server 
Reporting Services).

AOT elements
The AOT has several elements that are used with Enterprise Portal, and they are 
available in Chapter 1, MorphX Security System. These elements include:

• Tables: Tables are located in AOT | Data Dictionary | Tables. They  
store the business data and have a corresponding table in Microsoft SQL 
Server database.

• Views: Views are located in AOT | Data Dictionary | Views. They are  
X++ SQL statements that are reused in other X++ SQL statements to view  
the business data from different tables.

• Classes: They are listed in System Documentation | Classes. They contain 
the source code X++ for the application classes.

• Forms: This is a dialog box in the user interface that is used to access  
the database.
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Datasets
To access any business data in Microsoft Dynamics AX using the Enterprise Portal,  
you have to create the dataset. Datasets can be created using MorphX. Datasets contain 
a collection of data that is presented in a grid table to be viewed in the web portal.

Controls
The Microsoft Dynamics AX web portal contains a set of controls that can be 
used to access, display, and edit business data. The most common controls are 
AxDataSource, AxForm, AxMultiSection, AxSection, AxMultiColum, AxColumn, 
AxGridView, and AxLookup.

The following figure illustrates the high-level overview of the Enterprise Portal 
architect (Microsoft TechNet: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/
dd362005.aspx):
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Security in Enterprise Portal
The security in Microsoft Dynamics AX Enterprise Portal depends on the underlying 
technologies, such as SharePoint and Internet Information Services (IIS). There are 
two types of web portal users: the public user and the dynamics user. The public 
user allows for the viewing of products, requests for products, creation of account, 
and so on.

The public users have an anonymous authentication, so it is available for anyone 
who uses the Internet. Therefore, there is a built-in guest user account that is a part 
of the Enterprise Portal that's connected to Microsoft Dynamics AX components with 
a limited access that is necessary for the website to function in a proper manner and 
also for security reasons.

The dynamics users are authenticated employees, customers, and vendors. They 
have a complete portal to make transactions and view reports and charts, and they 
are referred to the security policies on Microsoft Dynamics Enterprise Portal.

Securing web elements
It is a best practice to secure both the web menu item (Web | Web Menu Items | 
URLs) and the managed web content (Web | Web Content | Managed). If you only 
secure the web menu item, the user can still access the managed web content. You 
can use privileges to secure these elements or actions (Web | Web Menu Items | 
Actions) as entry points for privileges to control users from accessing them.

If a user doesn't have access to a web menu item, this item doesn't appear on the 
user's web menu.

If a link in the web menu item appears in other web user controls that the user has 
access to, the item linked with the web menu item shows as text rather than a link.
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The following screenshot shows how to secure the web elements:
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Record context and encryption
The Enterprise Portal uses the record context to locate a record in the database and 
display it in a web form, so it will be easy to view and edit the displayed data. The 
record context works as an interface to pass through the information from the query 
to a web part page and retrieve a record from Microsoft Dynamics AX.

The query strings that are used to pass the record context to a web part page  
as follows:

• WTID: This equals the table ID
• WREC: This equals the record ID
• WKEY: This equals the unique record key (the value of the field of the  

record to be retrieved)

To secure the Enterprise Portal, use a hash parameter; this parameter 
ensures that a URL created by one user can't be used by another one.

The use of the hash parameter on the Enterprise Portal is recommended to keep the 
encryption turned on. For debugging purposes, you can turn off the encryption for 
better performance by navigating to System Administration | Setup | Enterprise 
Portal | Web Sites.

Data access security
The Enterprise Portal in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 enables the administrators to 
grant users (public or dynamic) access to the web portal to view or edit the business 
data. This can be done by first adding users to the SharePoint before accessing the 
web portal, as follows:

1. Start the Enterprise Portal site in a web browser. The URL is  
http://server_name/sites/Dynamicsax.

2. Navigate to Site Actions | Site Permissions.
3. Click on Grant Permissions.
4. From the Users/Groups textbox, enter the name of each user and then click 

on Check Names.
5. Click on the permission level that you want to set up (Read Permission, 

Contribute Permission, or Design Permission).
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6. Click on the OK button. The output is as follows:

Now, the internal users with role centers can access the Enterprise Portal and view 
the content in their role centers. According to the security role in Microsoft Dynamics 
AX and the permission granted to the users in SharePoint, the web page and its 
content is displayed according to this security enablement.

To grant public users access to the public site, you have to follow these steps:

1. Create the public site (shown in the second figure in the chapter).
2. Enable Anonymous Authentication on the public site:

It is recommended that you enable Anonymous 
Authentication in IIS.

3. Assign the guest user account to the guest security role.
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The environment of the Enterprise Portal solution must be secured 
by performing security tasks for the following:

• The web server security setting
• The client-server communication using Secure Sockets 

Layer (SSL)
• The IIS setting
• The SharePoint security setting

Report access security
There are two procedures that grant a user access to reports, whether you are using 
Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services in the native mode or the SharePoint 
integrated mode that is available only in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R2 and R3:

• Assign users to the DynamicsAXBrowser role
• Grant them access permission to view reports

Assigning a user to the DynamicsAXBrowser 
role
You must assign users or groups to the DynamicsAXBrowser role in the report 
manager by performing the following steps:

1. Click on the DynamicsAX folder.
2. Click on Folder Settings.
3. Click on Security.
4. Click on New Role Assignment.
5. Enter the Active Directory username or group to assign to the 

DynamicsAXBrowser role.
6. Select the DynamicsAXBrowser role.
7. Click on the OK button.
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Granting a user access permission to  
view reports
After finishing the first step, you need to grant the users or groups access to view 
reports in SharePoint by enabling read permission on the site. The following steps 
illustrate how to grant read permission to users:

1. Open the SharePoint site that contains the document library that stores  
the reports.

2. Navigate to Site Actions | Site Permissions.
3. Click on Grant Permissions.
4. Enter the Active Directory names of the users whose reports you want to 

view from the Users/Groups field.
5. Select the Grant users permission directly option from the Grant 

Permissions area.
6. Select the Read checkbox.
7.  Select the Design checkbox if you want the users to be able to filter  

reports (optional).
8. Click on the OK button.

Summary
By the end of this chapter, you understood the architecture of the Enterprise Portal in 
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, and you were able to secure web parts and elements. 
Also, you learned how to grant users permission access to the web portal to view 
the web content and reports. Securing your web portal is a key to successfully 
implementing the Enterprise Portal in Microsoft Dynamics AX product.

At the end of this book, we suggest that read the chapters one by one again, and after 
finishing every chapter, you practice it well and then move to the other chapter.

You will be able to develop a security artifact using AOT, code access security, 
extensible data security policies, and debugging XDS policies.
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